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III - GABDIOID MXCEOPHONES
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Basic MicroTdione

A cardioid pattern is a combination of omnidirectional and figure of

eigbt patterns# Early cardioid microphones used separate pressure and
pressure gradi^t units to achieve their directivity patterns# Modern

cardioid use the nhase shift principle#

on« of fttvoral oporturcs

Diaphragm

Acoustic labyrinth

IChe acoustic labyrinth introduces a phase-shift in sound waves

passing throu^ it# This phase-shift is equivalent to a delay#

Sounds from 0^
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WP occurs much later than P«, mainly because of the extra distance
r ±

travelled. There is thus a relatively large phase difference between the

waves at front and rear of the diaphragm# Consequently the diaphragm moves

to and fro#
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Internal Path

If the acoustic labyrinth has the correct phase-shifting properties,

waves on the internal path are delayed so that they arrive at the rear of

the diaphragm at the same time as waves on the external path# P^ and P^
are then equal and opposite so there is no resulting diaphragm movemeit#
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CAHDIOID MICROPHOiaES

Typical frequency TOSDonse graxJis

It is virtually impossitle to make the phase-shifting labyrinth

introduce exactly the ri^t phase shift at all frequencies. Thus the

front-to-rear separation is never infinite. The curves below are typical

of modem high grade cardioid microphones.
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General Points

1.Because there is a pressure gradient component in cardioid operation

there is some bass-tip-up, the amount depending on design but always

much less than in a pure pressure-gradient micmphone.

2. Deterioration of the cardioid response occurs if the apertures are

obscured. (Deterioration of the frequency response may also occur).

M. Tsilbot Smith/hAG
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